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STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF THE CAMELS HUMP GROUP 
ALONG THE LAMOILLE RIVER TRANSECT, NORTHERN VERMONT
Barry Doolan 
Department of Geology 
University of Vermont 
Burlington, Vermont 05401
with additional stops provided by:
Timothy Mock, and Alan McBean^
Department of Geology, University of Vermont
INTRODUCTION
The p u r p o s e  of this e x c u r s i o n  is to presen t the 
stratigraphic and structural relationships of the Camels Hump 
Group in northern Vermont. The excursion crosses the Georgia 
Mountain anticline and Hinesburg Thrust in the Milton 7 1/2 
minute quadrangle, the Enosburg Falls-Fletcher anticline of the 
Gilson Mountain quadrangle and the Richford syncline of the 
Jeffersonville 7 1/2 quadrangle. The eastern part of the
Jeffersonville quadrangle lies just to the west of the Green 
Mountain anticlinorium (figure 1).
Significant problems to be addressed on this trip are the 
correlation of stratigraphy and comparisons of structure west and 
east of the Enosburg Falls - Fletcher anticline, correlation of 
the Underhill formation with the established western 
stratigraphy, and the origin of the Richford syncline exposed in 
the adjacent Jeffersonville 7 1/2 minute quadrangle to the east.
MAPPING AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
%
The mapping conducted by the author in the Gilson Mountain 
and Jeffersonville quadrangles during the period of 1985 to the 
present has been funded by the Vermont Geological Survey under 
the direction of Charles Ratte. Mapping was done directly on 
1:5000 orthomap aerial photographs and compiled at 1:12000. The 
author has benefitted from able assistance in the field by 
students completing field camp projects in the Gilson Mountain 
and Jeffersonville quadrangles. The early projects were conducted 
on 1:12000 enlargements of the topographic base and include the 
following students: Dave Marshall, Chris Miksic, and Todd
Worsfold (1982); Debra Merrill, Steve Schope, Scott Schulein, Dan 
Dowling, (1983); Dave Iseri, Doug Friant, Doug Graham, Robert 
Myers and Jeffrey Slade (1984). Later projects were completed on
1 Present address: Agency of Transportation





the 1:5000 base by Dave Greenwalt, Greg Koop, Hugh Rose (1985)
and Michael Landsman, (1986). Peter Thompson's (1975) work in
the Enosburg Falls and Jeffersonville quadrangle is shown in part
in the northeastern corner of Figure 3B. The author has also
benefitted greatly by ongoing studies by his graduate students 
Maurice Colpron and Bill Dowling whose work in the Oak Hill Group
in Quebec have helped to focus on the regional relationships
discussed in this report.
REGIONAL SETTING OF THE CAMELS HUMP GROUP
The Camels Hump Group was first defined by Cady (1956) in
the Camels Hump quadrangle of Vermont and subsequently subdivided
A A A _ L - MB m A  A m M A . Minto formations by Doll et al. (1961). The Camels Hump Group are
almost entirely rift related rocks which predate the development
of the passive continental margin along the ancient "western"
boundary (present coordinates) of the Iapetus Ocean (Williams and
Stevens, 1974). The Group thus includes most of the rocks
stratigraphically overlying the Grenville basement and underlying
 ̂ i ^  i  • • r* i 1 * i  *platform slope or rise sequence rocks of the ancient margin
In the western outcrop belts of the Camels Hump Group and
correlative lower Oak Hill Group rocks of Quebec (Clark, 1934)
the sequence is overlain by rift-drift transition "basal"
quartzites of the Cheshire formation and drift stage dolomites
quartzites and carbonate breccias of the shelf and slope
To the east the rocks of the Camels Hump Group are overlain by
slope and rise facies rocks of the Sweetsburg and Ottauquechee
formations. Significant facies differences on both local and
regional scales are noted by previous workers and should be
in rift environments both parallel and perpendicular to
the basin. Detailed stratigraphic comparisons of rocks in the
rift basin have been hampered by a lack of detailed mapping
within the Camels Hump group and deformation which postdates the
formation of the basin. This excursion attempts to detail the
stratigraphic relationships of the Camels Hump Group in the
vicinity of the Lamoille River transect.
The Lamoille River transect from the Milton to the
Jeffersonville quadrangles, provides an excellent array of
exposures which help to define the across strike nature of the
ancient rifted basin. The western sequence of the Camels Hump
Group displays a thin stratigraphic sequence with at least one
erosional unconformity and rift-drift to platform cover rocks.
The eastern sequence involves a greater percentage of volcanic
rocks, thicker rift -clastic sequences and slope to rise cover
rocks (Figure 2). The increased rift related subsidence to the
supports the model of formation of "instantaneous" eastward
facing rift basins by lithospheric stretching and Airy -type- 
subsidence synchronous with rifting (e.g. McKenzie, 1978). I
Significantly, the Lamoille river section differs in detail
from that observed to the north in Quebec (e.g. Clark, 1934;
Dowling et al., 1987; Colpron et al., this guidebook) and in the
Enosburg Falls quadrangle (Dennis, 1964). To the south, in the
153
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Figure Is The location of the L a m o i l l e  River transect is shown on this 
block diagram of the Quebec reentrant constructed with a single due north 
vanishing point. 15' q u a d r a n g l e  boundaries are shown with plus symbols 
throughout. The d i a g o n a l l y  ru l ed  area includes from west to east: part of 
the Milton, the complete Gilson Mountain and part of the Jeffersonville 7 
1/2 minute quadrangles (see figure 3a,3b). The latter two quadrangles are 
the northern h a l f  of the Mt. M a n s f i e l d  15* qua d ra n gl e (Christman, 1959). 
The Enosburg F a l l s  15* q u a d r a n g l e  (Dennis, 1964) is shown immediately 
north. The Sutton quadrangle (Eakins, 1964) is outlined to the northeast in 
Quebec. The Camels Hump quadrangle (Christman and Secor, 1961; Thompson and 
T h o m p s o n ,  t h i s  g u i d e b o o k )  is d i r e c t l y  s o u t h  of the Mt. M a n s f i e l d  
quadrangle. Abbreviations: EFA: Enosburg F a l l s  anticline; FA: Fletcher 
anticline; GA: Georgia Mountain anticline; GMA-SMA: Green Mountain-Sutton 
Mountain anticlinorium; HT: Hinesburg Thrust: J S : J e r u s a l e m  slice; PMA: 
Pinnacle Mountaine anticline; RS: Richford Syncline; UT: Underhill thrust. 
Lithic designators shown on figures 2, 3, and 4 except as follows: Cca and 
broad stipple pattern: Caldwell, Armagh, Granby and related rocks mostly in 
Quebec; Cch and fine stipple pattern: Cheshire quartzite; CZma: Mount 
Abraham Formation; CZph: Pinney Hollow Fm; CZs: Stowe Fm; Om: Moretown Fm.; 
Omc: Cram Hill Fm.; Omuh: Umbrella Hill conglomerate; 0?sd: St Daniel Fm.; 
horizontal dashes: middle to late Ordovician flysch; random dash: Grenville 
basement of the Adirondack Mtns., Green Mountain Massif and Lincoln 
Mountain massif; b la c k symbols: Thetford-Asbestos-Orford Ophiolites of 
Quebec; Eden Mills ultramafic body of Vermont. Geology after Doll et al., 
1961; Williams et al., 1978; Osberg, 1965; Doolan et al. 1982.
4 4 ' 30
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Trip B - 2 : G e o l o g y  of the Camels  
Hump Group in N o r t h e r n  V e r m o n t
G e o l o g y  o f  t h e  M i l t o n  Q u a d r a n g l e  m o d i f i e d  
a f t e r  C a r t e r .  1 9 7 8 ,  D o r s e y  e t  a l .  1 9 8 3
( R e f e r  t o  F i g u r e s  2 , 3 B ,  4 f o r  L e g e n d  a n d  l i t h i c  d e s i g n a t o r s ) .
Mapping acknowledgements are made in the text
F i g u r e  3 A  ( o v e r l a p s  w i t h  F i g u r e  3 B )
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Lincoln Mountain quadrangle the Camels Hump Group is considerably 
shortened and only the westernmost and easternmost parts of the 
Lamoille River section are lithically comparable. The missing 
section to the south lies mostly within the Gilson Mountain 
quadrangle and the western part of the Jeffersonville quadrangle. 
These rocks and their cover presumably have been removed from the 
Lincoln Mountain area during allochthon emplacement along thrust 
faults rooted below and within the Underhill Slice of Stanley and 
Ratcliffe (1985; Figure 1).
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE CAMELS HUMP GROUP ALONG
THE LAMOILLE RIVER TRAVERSE
In this section the stratigraphy of the Camels Hump 
Group as exposed along the Lamoille River transect is described. 
The formation names as originally proposed are retained wherever 
possible. However, in light of the facies relationships observed 
across the strike belt some modification of the stratigraphic 
nomenclature is recommended. It is not the purpose to propose 
such nomenclature here since much new geologic mapping involving 
stratigraphic equivalent rocks described here is ongoing 
throughout the state. Therefore, the stratigraphic names used in 
this report should be considered informal.
The stratigraphy of the Gilson Mountain quadrangle is 
described first. Correlation with the adjacent Milton quadrangle 
to the west are suggested where appropriate. Secondly the 
stratigraphy east of the Enosburg Falls - Fletcher anticline is 
discussed with the emphasis placed on correlation with the 
western quadrangles. A complete historical development of the 
stratigraphy is not outlined here, but the interested reader is 
referred to the excellent synopsis of the regional statigraphy in 
the references under the relevant stratigraphic columns shown in 
Figure 2. A more formal presentation of the stratigraphy for the 
Gilson Mountain and Jeffersonville quadrangles is forthcoming 
(Doolan, in preparation; Vermont Geological Survey reports).
As shown on Figure 2, lithic correlatives of the Oak Hill 
Group of Clark (1934) have been traced southward into Vermont 
with varying degrees of success. Although Dennis (1964) and 
Booth (1950) recognize the general sequence from base to top of 
Tibbit Hill Volcanics- Pinnacle Fm- White Brook - Fairfield Pond 
(equals the West Sutton and F r i e lighsburg formations of 
Charbonneau, 1980)- Cheshire Fm, the following changes in the 
stratigraphy are noted:
1. The Tibbit Hill is interbedded with clastic rocks in the 
Enosburg Falls quadrangle (Pinnacle facies of the Tibbit Hill of 
Dennis, 1964);
2. The White Brook Dolomite is a discontinuous horizon in 
Vermont and when found does not precisely define the boundary 
between the equivalents of the Pinnacle and Fairfield Pond 
Formations in Quebec (Booth, 1950; Dennis, 1964);
3. More coarse grained conglomeratic facies are found in the 
Pinnacle formation of Vermont and an overall increase in
159
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thickness of the Pinnacle is noted southward (Dowling et al.f 
1987) .
4. The Call Mill slate, and West Sutton Formations as mapped 
in Quebec are only locally definable in Vermont (Booth, 1950; 
Dennis, 1964) .
These differences in the stratigraphic sequence noted in the 
Enosburg Falls quadrangle become even more apparent in the Gilson 
Mountain quadragle.
THE STRATIGRAPHY ALONG AND WEST OF THE
ENOSBURG FALLS - FLETCHER ANTICLINE
In this section the stratigraphy of the Camels Hump Group 
in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle is summarized for the regions 
along and west of the Enosburg Falls-Pinnacle Mountain 
anticline. The presence of faults and complex folding of the 
entire sequence precludes an accurate rendition of the unbroken 
stratigraphic succession; however, numerous topping criteria in 
the metagreywackes and excellent rock exposure has enabled a 
newly defined stratigraphic sequence to be defined.
TIBBIT HILL FORMATION (CZth)
• I * v |
The Tibbit Hill formation was first defined by Clark (1934) 
for a thick sequence of volcanic rocks which define the base of 
the Oak Hill Group in Quebec. It is separated from the overlying 
Pinnacle formation in Quebec by a distinctive argillite called 
the Call Mill Slate. Southward, the Tibbit Hill Volcanics are 
interbedded with metasediments and the Call Mill marker horizon 
is commonly not present (Dennis, 1964). Dennis (1964) notes the 
increase in metasedimentary material in the Tibbit Hill toward 
the south in the Enosburg Falls 15' quadrangle, and included the 
metasediments with the Tibbit Hill formation.
Christman (1959), confined the Tibbit Hill formation to 
metavolcanic rocks interbedded with metasediments in which 
amphibole and/or feldspar is identifiable in the field. This 
practice in effect redefined the Tibbit Hill formation by 
excluding some greenstones which are interbedded with Pinnacle 
formation. The problem is especially difficult in the Gilson 
mountain quadrangle where several greenstone occurences appear to 
lie close to the stratigraphic top of the Pinnacle Formation. To 
define the top of the Tibbit Hill by the position of the 
stratigraphically highest greenstone horizon may exclude from 
practical useage the Pinnacle Formation.
The problem is partially resolved in this report by 
restricting the Tibbit Hill formation to three volcanic horizons 
along with their intervening metasedimentary units which occur in 
a 6 km. wide fault bounded belt defining the axis of the Fletcher 
anticline (Christman, 1959). Only three other occurrences making 
up less than 5% volumetrica1 ly of the volcanic rocks of the 
quadrangle are thereby excluded from the definition of the Tibbit 
Hill Formation.
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The Tibbit Hill formation in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle 
consists of a bedded sequence of lava flows and metasediments. 
The formation is restricted to four fault bounded NNE trending 
sequences each approximately 1-1.5 kilometers in width (Figure 
3). The two central fault block sequences exposes the complete 
Tibbit Hill formation, and provide the basis for correlation with 
the adjacent sequences to the west and east (Figure 3).
The metasedimentary units are referred to the clastic member 
of the Tibbit Hill formation (CZthcl). This member is represented 
by a variety of rock types including rusty weathering phyllitic 
grits and feldspathic quartzites and wackes, brown to grey punky 
weathering chloritic wackes, fine grained quartz chlorite albite 
granulite, calcareous chloritic wackes, and finely laminated 
chloritic phyllites, grits and volcanogenic tuffaceous 
metasediments which are locally brecciated. Attempts to subdivide 
the metasedimentary units even with the help of the distinctive 
volcanic stratigraphy has been locally successful, but continuity 
along strike for distances greater than 1 kilometer is rare. The 
high variability of the metasedimentary units and the lack of 
mappable marker beds within these units in part explains the 
failure to document the succession. Although many of the clastic 
units are lithically similar to the metasediments of the lower 
Pinnacle formation, they are included with the Tibbit Hill 
because of their apparant conformity on the outcrop scale with 
the volcanic stratigraphy.
The volcanic units of the Tibbit Hill Formation are 
subdivided into three members. These members from bottom to top 
are given the following names: feldspathic greenstone member, 
(CZthf); calcareous greenstone/chloritic wacke member (CZthc) and 
amphibolitic greenstone member (CZtha). The stratigraphic order 
of these members is documented by graded bedding and/or cross­
bedding in the subjacent metasedimentary units.
B-2
(CZthf; Stop 8)
This member is described by Christman (1959, p. 18) as 
follows:
"The feldspathic greenstone is so-named because it 
contains lath-like remnant phenocrysts of plagioclase feldspar as 
much as one and one fourth inches long. These phenocrysts are 
seen most easily on the weathered surfaces as they weather white 
to light green in contrast to the fine-grained dark green 
groundmass. The phenocrysts have no apparent preferred 
orientation . "
To this, the author adds that the matrix of the feldspathic 
greenstone member often weathers to a distinctive olive drab to 
brown color. The very fine grain size and color of this rock in 
itself makes the unit quite easy to recognize in the field, even 
where the phenocrysts are not obvious. Locally, a fine grained 
resistant and homogeneous brown weathering chloritic wacke 
underlies the feldspathic greenstone. The similarity of the
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matrix of the volcanic rock with the wacke suggests that 
volcanogenic mixing with clastic rocks preceded the extrusion of 
the lava.
Excellent exposures of the feldspathic greenstone are found 
southwest of Metcalf Pond, south and southeast of Leach Hill, 
along the southeast flank of Hedgehog Hill southward to the 
Lamoille river, and west of Beaver Brook. The feldspathic 
greenstone member is approximately 25 to 40 meters thick and 
surprisingly continuous along strike except where folded out in 
dome and basin or hook fold structures or truncated by faults.
m
(CZthc; Stops 6,8)
Calcareous greenstone is characterized in the field by its 
pitted, somewhat rusty weathered surface and dark green matrix 
with thin laminae and splotches of calcareous material on fresh 
exposures. The calcareous layers appear to follow bedding in 
adjacent metasediments. This member is found stratigraphically 
above the feldspathic greenstone. The member is best defined as 
a mappable horizon in the east central block of Tibbit Hill 
(that block between the Stones Creek and Metcalf Pond faults, 
Figure 3). West of the Stones Creek fault and east of the 
Halfmoon Pond fault, the calcareous greenstone occurs in similar 
stratigraphic position as thin laminae interbedded with chloritic 
and guartzo-feldspathic meta - sediments. In this region the 
calcareous greenstone is best described as a volcanogenic 
metasediment. Even in the east cental block of Tibbit Hill
of the Stones Creek Fault the calcareous greenstone is locally 
thin and interbedded with chloritic and calcareous wackes with 
detrital feldspar and quartz visible on the weathered outcrop 
surface. The calcareous greenstone is best developed in the 
region surrounding Metcalf Pond where the section is repeated by 
numerous folds around a major hinge. The thickness of the 
calcareous greenstone is conservatively estimated to be a maximum 
of about 110 meters. The transitional nature of the contact 
between metasediments (wackes and chloritic grits) with the 
calcareous greenstone in all areas and local interbedding of the 
greenstone with metasediments is the basis for not restricting 
this member to strictly a volcanic origin.
a
Calcareous greenstones identical to those described above 
are found in three areas west of the Halfmoon Pond fault: 2.8 km 
SE of Fairfax Falls; in the West Fletcher area immediately east 
of the West Fletcher fault (Stop 6) and in the region from Gilson 
Mountain to the Gore. The lack of other marker horizons of the 
Tibbit Hill formation between the West Fletcher and Halfmoon 
Pond faults does not allow a direct comparison of these volcanic 
horizons with that of the Tibbit Hill stratigraphy to be made. 
Ongoing mapping will hopefully resolve the problem.
(CZtha; Stops 7,8)
The stratigraphic top of the Tibbit Hill formation is 
defined here to be the amphibolitic greenstone member. This unit
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outcrops in massive ledges and whalebacks throughout the belt of 
Tibbit Hill exposures. Amphibole (actinolitic hornblende) occurs 
as dark green porphryoblasts in random to strongly lineated 
orientations where it defines an L-S fabric parallel to the 
dominant foliation. Locally the amphibole is retrograded to 
chlorite and/or chlorite/actinolite clumps pseudomorphing the 
earlier formed amphibole grains. Outcrops have the appearance of 
massive wacke and grades into calcareous chloritic wacke in some 
localities. Although the coarse grained nature of this rock 
suggests a diabasic or gabbroic protolith the continuity of this 
member throughout the Tibbit Hill Formation in the Gilson 
Mountain quadrangle suggests that the rock originated as a basic 
lava flow. Thin sections also support the view that the primary 
amphiboles in the rock were porphyroblasts (see also Christman 
and Secor, 1961)
The amphibolitic greenstone is only about 15-20 meters 
thick; however in the excellent exposures in the vicinity of 
Hedgehog Hill the amphibolite outcrops over a wide area due to a 
complex fold pattern involving several refolded fold hinges.
At Stop 7 the amphibolitic greenstone is exposed in the 
hinge of a fold where it appears to display columnar jointing. 
Dennis describes volcanic horizons in the Enosburg Falls 
quadrangle with pillow lava structures. Throughout the Tibbit 
Hill Formation such primary volcanic textures are not common.
The reader is referred to Christman (1959) for excellent 




Three other occurrence of greenstone occur west of the fault 
bounded sequence of Tibbit Hill Formation described above. A 
calcareous greenstone with gradational contacts with chloritic 
and locally calcareous wackes within the mapped syncline east of 
the Fairfax Falls anticline and north of Sanderson Corner (Figure 
3); a volcanic breccia unit (CZpvb) west of the Buck Mountain 
anticline (Stop 4) and a thin belt of greenstone mapped as Tibbit 
Hill by Booth (1950), and Carter (1979) along the axis of the 
Georgia Mountain anticlinorium (Stop 2). The first two 
occurrences appear to be close to the stratigraphic top of the 
Pinnacle Formation. They are both thin (< 15 meters) and could 
not be traced along strike.
Outcrops of the Tibbit Hill formation in the Georgia 
Mountain anticlinorium are not abundant and have been previously 
interpreted (Carter, 1979; McBean, 1979) to occur as several 
horizons of thin volcanic flows interbedded with coarse boulder 
conglomerates containing numerous lithologies including 
Precambrian granitic gneisses, slates and fine grained wackes.
McBean referred to the spectacular boulder horizon as the Beaver 
Meadow member of the Pinnacle Formation (CZpbm of Figures 2, 3, 
4). Several visits to the outcrops by the writer and Bill Dowling
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in June, 1987 have uncovered consistent topping directions away 
from the Tibbit Hill volcanic outcrops toward the sharply 
truncating basal boulder conglomerate horizon. Based on this data 
and the fact that slate fragments identical to the Call Mill in 
the Quebec sequence are locally abundant toward the base of the 
conglomerate, we interpret the Beaver Meadow to be a basal 
conglomerate unconformably overlying the Tibbit Hill formation. 
Pinnacle wackes interbedded with and overlying the Beaver Meadow 
boulder conglomerate are characteristic of the upper Pinnacle 
formation in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle and locally contain 
isolated pods of dolomite. Similar occurrences of dolomite are 
present in the upper Pinnacle of the Sutton area of Quebec as 
well (W. Dowling, personal communication, 1987).
4 *
The Tibbit Hill formation in the Georgia Mountain anticline 
is similar to the very fine grained compact matrix of 
the feldspathic greenstone which marks the lowest stratigraphic 
horizon of the Tibbit Hill sequence in the Fletcher area.
The Beaver Meadow Conglomerate (CZpbm) occurs at about the 
same stratigraphic position as slate pebble conglomerates and the 
volcanic breccia unit in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle.
PINNACLE FORMATION (Stops 1, 2, 3)
The Pinnacle Formation in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle 
consists predominately of greywacke interbedded with rusty 
phyllitic grits with quartz v eins. The wacke is variable even 
along strike and the stratigraphic succession of the Pinnacle is 
not known in detail. The base of the Pinnacle is placed at the 
top of the amphibolitic greenstone in the area of the Fletcher 
anticline. The metasediments overlying the amphibolitic 
greenstone contain a greater proportion of massive wacke units 
and lesser amounts of volcaniclastic material than metasediments 
within the Tibbit Hill. Without the amphibolitic greenstone bed 
however the contact would not be easy to define.
The major outcrop belt of Pinnacle formation occurs to the 
west of the West Fletcher fault. East of the Hinesburg thrust, 
the Pinnacle is exposed in a repeated sequence across 4 
anticlinal fold axes with intervening synclines. The anticlinal 
axes expose massive chloritic feldspathic greywackes which form 
resistant ridges. The rock is dark green on fresh surfaces and 
speckled with numerous white weathering plagioclase detritus and 
angular grains of quartz. Locally, this unit contains isolated 
angular clasts of tan weathering phyllite and phyllitic grit. 
Excellent examples of this rock type occur on Buck Mountain and 
at the anticlinal hinge at Fairfax Falls (Stop 1 ).
The upper part of the Pinnacle contains "cleaner" less 
chloritic quartz feldspar wacke and massive flaggy feldspathic 
quartzites. West and north of Buck Mountain, the upper Pinnacle , 
contains rather continuous horizons of quartz pebble 
conglomerate. These resistant rocks contain calcareous matrices 
especially in proximity with horizons of White Brook dolomite
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(Stops 2, 3). Interbeds of grey to green phyllite and grit are 
found throughout the Pinnacle but are more abundant near the top. 
The finer grained metasediments display thin vien quartz 
stringers and are rusty to tan on weathered surfaces. The 
interbeds range in size from thin phyllitic tops on graded beds 
to discontinuous horizons 10 meters or so thick.
Few marker horizons occur within the Pinnacle sequence; 
however, several are potentially important horizons to further 
refine the Pinnacle stratigraphy in the area. These include a 
volcanic breccia horizon (CZpvb; see Stop 4 ), a phyllitic 
conglomerate (CZpc; Figure 3), and a single horizon of 
calcareous greenstone (see above). These units all appear to be 
towards the top of the Pinnacle formation (Figures 2, 3).
WHITE BROOK FORMATION (Stop 3)
The White Brook Formation of Clark (1934, 1936) only 
sporadically occurs in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle. Where 
present it occurs as discontinuous buff to cream colored massive 
dolomite and dolomitic sandstone. The quartz content contributes 
to a resistance from erosion and the common occurrence of quartz 
v ein stringers. Dolomite is not restricted to a single 
stratigraphic horizon. The lowest dolomite is found at the top of 
the coarse grained greywacke sequence which is taken to be the 
top of the Pinnacle when dolomite is absent. In the Milton 
quadrangle where the Pinnacle formation overlies a coarse boulder 
conglomerate, dolomite occurs below the top of the Pinnacle 
section. In the region north of Buck Hollow school, dolomite also 
occurs sporadically above laminated grits and phyllites which 
stratigraphically overly the defined top of the Pinnacle. These 
stratigraphically higher dolomite occurrences are in contact with 
homogeneous grey to black slate. It is uncertain if these 
homogeneous slates correspond to West Sutton Formation of Clark. 
The interval of dolomitic horizons is about 25 to 30 meters above 
the top of the Pinnacle formation. Because of the sporadic, thin 
and discontinuous occurrences of dolomite in the Gilson Mountain 
quadrangle, the White Brook is not separated on the accompanying 
map; however, dolomite occcurrences are located by "d" on Figure
3.
FAIRFIELD POND FORMATION (STOPS 3, 5)
The Fairfield Pond was introduced to Vermont stratigraphy 
by Dennis (1964) as a member of the Underhill Formation. As 
defined by Dennis it includes the thinly laminated quartzites , 
grits and phyllites of the lower Cheshire Formation and the more 
homogeneous slates and phyllites of the West Sutton Formation. 
The Fairfield Pond is directly correlated with the West Sutton ad 
Frelighsburg formations of Charbonneau (1980) in the Sutton 
quadrangle of Quebec. It may prove useful to future detailed 
mapping in pre-Cheshire rocks to subdivide the Fairfield Pond 
Formation into Frelighsburg and West Sutton facies. Examples of 
these facies will be shown at Stop 3.
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As defined all of the rocks stratigraphically above the
Pinnacle and below the massive quartzite beds of the Cheshire are
included with the Fairfield Pond formation except where the White
Brook dolomite occurs. The contact between the Fairfield Pond and 
the Pinnacle closely corresponds to the lowest position of
dolomite associated with quartz pebble conglomerate and wacke of
the Pinnacle in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle. Argillaceous
wackes, phyllites and grits below the contact are thin and
discontinuous as are wacke and conglomeratic facies which
sporadically occur above the contact. Grey to black phyllites
mapped around the Buck Hollow anticline (Figure 3) within the
Fairfield Pond Formation are lithically similar to the West
Sutton of Clark (1934) but occur at a higher stratigraphic
position relative the Pinnacle. Mapping along the expected strike
path of these phyllites has not been completed.
A second outcrop belt of thinly laminated argillaceous 
quartzites and grits which stratigraphically overly Pinnacle 
wacke are found between the Armstrong Mountain and Metcalf Pond 
Faults within the Fletcher anticline to the east. These rocks are 
identical to the Fairfield Pond lithologies mapped to the west 
but appear to have more phyllitic to schistose foliation 
surfaces. These rocks have been previously referred to as 
Underhill formation but because of their close association with 
Pinnacle and their lithic similarity with the rocks to the west 
they are included here with the Fairfield Pond. Contacts between 
the Fairfield Pond lithologies and the amphibolitic greenstone 
member of the Tibbit Hill to the west of the Armstrong Mountain 
fault (Figure 3) have not been observed, but a fault contact is 
suspected on stratigraphic grounds.
The Fairfield Pond formation in the Milton Quadrangle was 
restricted by Carter (1979) and Dorsey et a 1 . (1 983) to
argillaceous rocks east of the Hinesburg Thrust. Rocks 
surrounding the Pinnacle in the Georgia Mountain anticline west 
of the thrust were referred to by these authors as the lower 
Cheshire. The lower and upper Cheshire of these authors 
corresponds to the Gilman Formation of Booth (1950). Stone and 
Dennis (1964) defined the Fairfield Pond to include the lower 
argillaceous quartzite of the Gilman formation as well as the 
West Sutton formation of Clark (1934). Consequently Dennises map 
for the region defines the argillaceous rocks surrounding the 
Pinnacle in the Georgia Mountain anticline as the Fairfield Pond 
formation. The use of both lower Cheshire and Fairfield Pond 
appears to be in violation of the existing stratigraphic 
nomenclature. On Figure 3, the lower Cheshire of Dorsey et al. 
(1983) is designated as the Fairfield Pond Formation in keeping 
with the previous mapping of Stone and Dennis (1964). Lithically 
the rocks are similar on both sides of the -Hinseburg Thrust and 
differ only in the abundance of thin quartzite laminae in the 
argillaceous matrix. As noted by previous workers the transition 
from the Fairfield Pond to the Cheshire is gradual. The apparant 
occurrence of "upper" Fairfield Pond close to the Pinnacle 
suggests that the Fairfield Pond Formation is considerably
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thinner on the west side of the Hinesburg thrust compared with 
the east side.
STRATIGRAPHY EAST OF THE ENOSBURG FALLS -FLETCHER ANTICLINE
As noted above, Fairfield Pond and Pinnacle lithologies 
occur east of the main belt of Tibbit Hill volcanic members 
which define the Enosburg Falls -Fletcher anticline (Figure 3). 
East of this sequence of Fairfield Pond-Pinnacle sequence is an 
elongate belt of upper Tibbit Hill Formation (amphibol itic 
greenstone member and associated metasediments). The Armstrong 
Mountain fault at least locally separates the Tibbit Hill from 
the metasediments to the east and it is possible that the entire 
eastern amphibolitic greenstone west of the Armstrong Mountain 
fault is fault bounded.
From the amphibolitic greenstone eastward to the black 
slates and phyllites of the Sweetsburg Formation, no Tibbit Hill 
units are found and the entire sequence consists of quartz rich 
argillites and phyllites and schistose phyllites interbedded with 
wackes identical to those of the Pinnacle Formation. The tan 
weathering argillaceous metasediments are variable in quartz, 
chlorite, and white mica content but locally display excellent 
laminae characteristic of the Fairfield Pond formation. These 
rocks have previously been referred to as Underhill formation and 
that useage is followed in Figure 3. On the basis of lithic 
similarity and association this belt of rocks is correlated with 
the Fairfield Pond- Pinnacle sequence to the west. Locally, 
dolomite horizons associated with slightly calcareous quartz 
wackes are present west of the Sweetsburg lithologies This 
supports the view that White Brook lithologies are only 
sporadically present in this part of the Camels Hump Group. 
Importantly, the White Brook horizons along the east side of the 
Enosburg Fal l s-F1 etcher anticline are associated with wacke 
characteristic of the Pinnacle formation - a situation similar to 
the the White Brook occurrences on the west side of the 
anticlinorium. Dennis (1964) interpreted black slate horizons 
near the Underhill -Pinnacle contact on the east side of the EFF 
antinclinorium as White Brook. These black slate occurrences are 
similar to rocks mapped as Sweetsburg in this report.
East of the outcrop belt of Sweetsburg formation the 
Underhill consists of a heterogeneous sequence of qtz-albite- 
chlorite-musc/ser-schists and phyllites. Magnetite is locally 
abundant and modal proportions of the minerals are variable. 
Greenstone lithically and chemically similar to the amphibolitic 
and calcareous greenstones of the Tibbit Hill are locally 
interbedded. Pinnacle lithologies are not common but where 
present appear as marker horizons which are discontinuous along 
strike. Garnet is not recognized in the field in these rocks but 
several localities of abundant chloritic pseudomorphs after 
garnet are present.
The stratigraphy and structural setting of the rocks lying 
between the Enosburg Falls -Fletcher anticline and the Richford
syncline is similar to the Mansville phase of the Oak Hill 
sequence first observed by Clark (1934, 1936) east of the
Pinnacle Mountain anticline in the Sutton quadrangle of Quebec 
(Eakins, 1964; Clark and Eakins, 1968; Rickard,1965). The 
Mansville phase includes rocks representative of the complete but 
structurally shortened or thinned Oak Hill sequence. East of the
Sweetsburg outcrops defining the Richford syncline in Quebec the
Bonsecours Formation occupies a similar position as the 
correlative Underhill Formation rocks east of the Richford 
syncline in Vermont. M. Colpron (personal communication, 1987) 
reports that the Mansville phase involves a complex fold and 
fault history which juxtaposes stratigraphically older sequences 
against younger rocks from west to east. It appears that the 
geology east of the Enosburg Falls - Fletcher anticline in 
northern Vermont may have a similar origin to the Mansville phase 
rocks in Quebec.
COVER ROCKS TO THE CAMELS HUMP GROUP
Cover rocks to the Camels Hump Group undergo significant 
changes across the Lamoille River transect. These changes 
are consistent with the different drift stage environments 
recorded in the cover rocks of the Camels Hump Group. In the 
Milton quadrangle the cover is "basal" quarztite of the Cheshire
overlain by the Dunham formation representative of the Lower 
Cambrian platform. The Dunham is either overlain by Skeels Corner 
Slate or the Parker -Rugg Brook -Skeels Corner sequence (Stone 
and Dennis 1964; Dorsey et al. 1983; Figure 3). The grey to black 
laminated and carbonate- bearing slates are representative of 
shelf edge to slope deposits which furthur west correlate with 
the Monkton, Winooski ,Danby and Clarendon Springs formations of 
the middle to upper Cambrian platform (Rogers, 1968, Dorsey et 
al. 1983; Figure 4).
Post- Fairfield Pond cover rocks are again found west of the 
West Fletcher fault (stop 6) and in the Richford syncline where 
black to grey pyritiferous slates correlated with the Sweetsburg 
Formation are found (Figure 3). These rocks are described below.
SWEETSBURG FORMATION (Cs; Stops 6, 9, 10)
•V * . ■ . ’ ' . Sv >;*
Two separate outcrop belts of Sweetsburg formation rocks are 
found in the transect. The western belt occurs west of the West 
Fletcher fault (Stop 6). Here, the Sweetsburg rocks display 
gradational contacts along the eastern side of the outcrop belt 
with grey and rusty phyllites and laminated chloritic quartzose 
grits and phyllites of the Fairfield Pond formation. The 
Sweetsburg formation in this locality consists of interbedded 
rusty and non rusty carbonaceous to grey pyritiferous black 
slates and phyllite interbedded with quartzite and thin beds of 
marble. Numerous fold hinges suggest that the isolated occurrence 
may occupy an infolded inlier overthrust by the Tibbit Hill 
sequence along the West Fletcher fault.
%
A second belt of Sweetsburg formation rocks first mapped by
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Christman (1959) outcrops in a discontinuous northeasterly trend 
across the Jeffersonville quadrangle from Cambridge to the 
northern limit of the quadrangle east of Route 108 (Figure 3). 
Dennis (1964) mapped similar rocks along the strike belt in the 
Enosburg Falls quadrangle to Richford, Vermont which correlates 
with the Sweetsburg formation mapped by Osberg, (1965) and 
earlier by Clark, (1934, 1936) in the Sutton quadrangle of
Quebec. Osberg (1965) traced the Sweetsburg lithologies through a 
series of infolds into the serpentine belt of the Eastern 
Townships where it is referred to as the Ottauquechee Formation 
(Figure 1). Although Canadian workers prefer to restrict the 
useage of "Sweetsburg" to rocks outcropping above the Dunham 
formation along the west flank of the Pinnacle Mountain anticline 
in Quebec, the writer prefers to extend the Sweetsburg to the 
rocks in the Richford syncline for the following reasons: 1. the 
black carbonaceous phyllites in the Richford syncline are 
interbedded with carbonate bearing horizons as well as white to 
grey quartzites. Carbonate layers in the Ottauquechee are not 
common in central and southern Vermont where the Ottauquechhe was 
first described (Perry, 1929); 2. The Ottauquechee Formation may
undergo revision in definition with ongoing mapping underway in 
the Lincoln Mountain quadrangle (see Stanley and others, this 
guidebook).
The Sweetsburg lithologies mapped in the Richford syncline 
do however bear strong resemblance to the Ottauquechee as mapped 
in the serpentine belt of Quebec and northern Vermont (e.g. 
Doolan and others, 1982) and the correlation of Osberg, (1965) 
between Sweetsburg and Ottauquechee is likely correct. Ongoing 
studies of these lithologies on both flanks of the Green Mountain 
anticlinorium will hopefully define a more detailed stratigraphy 
within these cover rocks. If the stratigraphic relationships of 
the Cambrian platform are correct (Mehrtens, 1987; Dorsey et al. 
1983) the continental slope rise sequence represented by the 
Sweetsburg and Ottauquechee Formations could span the entire 
Cambrian period.
The map pattern evolving for the Sweetsburg formation in the 
Jeffersonville quadrangle is apparently controlled by early west 
north westerly trending folds refolded by folds associated with 
the dominant foliation. Faults parallel to the dominant foliation 
are suspected by map pattern offsets and locally intense shear 
zones. Earlier faults may be present at least on the east side of 
the Sweetsburg outcrop belt as evidenced by isolated blocks of 
amphibolitic and calcareous greenstone along the contact (Rose, 
in progress). Contact relationships between the Sweetsburg 
formation and the adjacent Underhill is at least locally 
conformable. For example in the East Fletcher area, the sequence 
of black slate and phyllites, rusty quartzose grits and 
phyllites, albitic schists and magnetite schists can be followed 
across a dome and basin geometry. Lack of adequate outcrop 
control combined with a very complex fold and fault deformation 
history and the heterogeneous nature of the Underhill formation 
does not allow further elaboration of the original stratigraphic 




Along the west flank of the Green■Mountain anticlinorium in 
the eastern part of the Jeffersonville quadrangle the Underhill 
is structurally intermixed with the rocks of the Hazens Notch 
formation. The Hazens Notch which presently is included within 
the Camels Hump Group by Doll et al. (1961), is not visited on 
this excursion. The palinspastic restoration of the position of 
the Hazens Notch formation with respect to the other formations 
of the Camels Hump Group and associated cover is a problem of 
great importance to Vermont geology. The Hazens Notch is host to 
Vermont's only blueschist occurrences (Laird and Albee, 1975;
1981), as well as numerous serpentinite and talc bodies which 
record all the observed deformations of the host rocks. The 
Hazens Notch as presently exposed is likely not part of the 
stratigraphy of the passive margin formation involving rift to 
drift stage sedimentation. The bluesch ist/serpent ine/gr greenstone 
associations with the Hazens Notch metasediments argues in favor 
of formation within a subduction melange formed during the 
closing stages of Iapetus. The lithologies present in the Hazens 
Notch suggest that most of the "North American" protolith for the 
melange involved Sweetsburg and Ottauquechee cover rocks as well 
as the underlying Camels Hump group.
For further discussion of the Hazens Notch Formation the 
reader is referred to Thompson (1975; Thompson and Thompson, this 
guidebook) .
DISCUSSION OF THE STRATIGRAPHY
The stratigraphy of the Camels Hump Group in northern Vermont 
is discusssed in terms of the palinspastic reconstruction shown 
in Figure 4. The Camels Hump Group is interpreted in this 
reconstruction to represent clastic sedimentation and volcanism 
occuring synchronous with rifting of the Grenville basement prior 
to the development of a passive margin bordering the Iapetus 
Ocean. The age of rifting is unknown but based on regional 
relationships in he maritime and central Appalachians, a 600 
- 620 m.y.b.p. age is inferred.
a
The oldest rocks known in the Camels Hump Group are the 
Tibbit Hill volcanic rocks as seen in the Pinnacle Mountain 
anticlinorium of Quebec and the Enosburg Fallsr anticlinorium of 
northernmost Vermont (Figure 1). In the vicinity of the Lamoille 
River transect, these rocks are only exposed in the core of the 
Georgia Mountain anticline in the Milton quadrangle. The 
thickness of the basal flow of the Tibbit Hill is not known but 
could be considerable if they represent continental flood 
basalts formed on rapidly extending and subsiding continental 
crust.
The lowest member of the Tibbit Hill Group (CZthf) in the 
Fletcher anticline is considered to be somewhat younger or at 
best only slightly older than the youngest Tibbit Hill exposed in
B-2
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the Pinnacle Mountain-Enosburg falls anticline to the north. This 
is based on the observation of interbedding of Pinnacle wacke and 
related clastic rocks with the Tibbit Hill of the Fletcher area 
which is not observed in Quebec, and the similarity of the 
volcanic rocks at the eroded top of the Tibbit Hill in the 
Georgia Mountain anticline with the lowest volcanic horizon of 
the Tibbit Hill in the Fletcher anticline.
Erosion of the flood basalts occured in regions not 
extensively thinned or loaded during the early rift stage as 
evidenced by the Beaver Meadow conglomerate unconformably 
overlying Tibbit Hill in the Georgia Mountain anticline (Stop 2). 
This unconformity is considered to have developed during a second 
rifting stage which supplied a variety of rounded clasts from 
Precambrian sources subsequent to Call Mill time in Quebec. This 
second rifting resulted in more rapid subsidence and extention to 
the east and perhap’s coeval with flows seen today in the Tibbit 
Hill of the Fletcher anticline. Breccia units near the top of the 
Pinnacle formation in the western part of the Gilson Mountain 
quadrangle may be coeval with the second rifting.
The transition from the Pinnacle to the Fairfield Pond is 
interpreted to result from more distal source areas of clastics 
and a widening estuary capable of dolomite production (White 
Brook Formation). Locally, such as in areas located near clastic 
source terrains, dolomite production was impeded by continued 
influx of coarse grained wacke horizons. The Fairfield Pond and 
Underhill Formation are considered to be correllative but the 
Pinnacle Horizons found within the Underhill suggest that some of 
the finer grained protoliths of the Underhill may be coeval with 
coarse grained Pinnacle wacke to the west. The age of the 
volcanic horizons in the Underhill are considered to be slightly 
younger than those of the Tibbit Hill assuming that the axis of 
volcanism continues to migrate eastward with time in the axis of 
greatest lithospheric thinning.
The distribution of rock seen the Camels Hump Group across 
the Lamoille River transect are interpreted to reflect the 
evolution of an extending and subsiding Grenvillian lithosphere. 
The thickness of the lithosphere continued to provide 
sedimentologic controls on the distribution of cover rocks during 
the drift stage of passive margin development. Cheshire quartzite 
and Dunham dolomite were deposited on the filled rift basins 
located above slowly subsided and relatively thick lithosphere. 
These platform sediments may not have extended much across the 
palinspastic position of the Gilson Mountain quadrangle where 
subsidence due to loading and extention was presumably higher. 
During the drift stage, thermal subsidence controls dominated 
over the earlier rift related subsidence causing the platform to 
slope transition to migrate considerably westward from the 
eastern limit of Dunham dolomite (Figure 4).
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The Camels Hump Group is poydeformed and metamorphosed. The 
deformation involves three periods of foliation development each 
of which is associated with folding. The map pattern structures 
are controlled largely by the second deformation structures 
including upright to overturned folds and steep faults 
subparallel to the second foliation which is usually the dominant 
foliation observed in outcrop. Kink folds post date the 
development of the dominant foliation and appear more common 
where superposed on fold hinges related to the second generation 
folds.
Major structures along the transect as defined by previous 
workers include the Georgia Mountain anticline, the Dead Creek 
syncline/Hinesburg Thrust, the Fletcher anticline, the Richford 
syncline and the Green Mountain anticlinorium. This study has 
resulted in refining the structural detail to the regions east of 
the Hinesburg thrust and especially within the Fletcher 
anticline. Work to the east of Fletcher anticline is still in 
early stages of mapping so structures in this area will not be 
discussed in detail.
As will be discussed more fully below the writer wishes to 
retain the use of the Fletcher anticline as first proposed by 
Christman (1959) for the region exposing the Tibbit Hill 
formation in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle. The lack of 
documented continuity between the Fletcher anticline with the 
Pinnacle Mountain-Enosburg Falls anticlinorium to the north 
combined with the unique Tibbit Hill stratigraphy recorded in 
rocks of the Fletcher anticline justifies that a distinction be 
made at this time.
The structural geology of the Camels Hump Group and cover 
rocks along the Lamoille River transect is discussed here in 
three parts. Part 1 discusses the geology west of the Fletcher 
anticline; part 2 discusses the fold and fault structures within 
the Fletcher anticline and Part 3 discusses the structural 
geology of the rocks within the region of the Richford syncline. 
A discussion of the structural evolution of the area in the 
context of regional geology concludes this section.
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY EAST OF THE HINESBURG THRUST
Major structures in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle between 
the Hinesburg thrust and the Fletcher anticline include axial 
traces of anticlines and synclines which trend between N10E and 
N30E parallel to the dominant schistosity in the rocks. The 
Pinnacle Formation and overlying White Brook and Fairfield Pond 
formations in the northwestern quadrant of the quadrangle define 
four upright to overturned anticlines and associated synclines 
which generally plunge northerly. The axial traces of four 
anticlines are shown in Figure 3 based on observed bedding -
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cleavage relationships and fold hinges. From west to east, these 
anticlines are referred to as follows: Buck Hollow antic.line; 
Buck Mountain anticline; Fairfax Falls anticline and Coombs Hill 
anticline. The Coombs Hill anticline is not well defined but is 
inferred by the mapped synclinal trace to the west and several 
east facing topping directions to the east of the axis. The lack 
of distinctive marker horizons in areas of good exposure make it 
difficult to further define the fold geometry in this region.
The fold pattern is predominately controlled by F2 fold 
event whose axial plane cleavage is the dominant schistosity 
(referred to as Sn) in the rocks. An early FI fold event is 
inferred on the basis of a ubiquitous Sn-1 cleavage, numerous 
quartz v eins folded by the dominant schistosity and a dome and 
basin map pattern believed to be derived by interference by the 
early fold events. A late fracture cleavage (Sn+1) is common in 
all areas of the quadrangle.
Fold geometry appears in the field and in map pattern to be 
assymetric and west verging for the Buck Hollow and Buck Mountain 
anticlines. The Fairfax Falls anticline and Coombs Hill anticline
9appear to be more upright but data is not as abundant compared 
with the more westerly situated anticlines. Wavelength from 
anticlinal crest to anticlinal crest is approximately 1200 meters 
however, numerous smaller anticlines and synclines are noted on 
the limbs of the larger structures. Some of these smaller fold 
structures mapped a r o u n d  the Buck Mountain anticline have 
wavelengths of about 100 meters. Synclinal axes are not commonly 
observed because of the propensity of the overturned anticlinal 
limbs and hinges to form west facing cliff faces; shear zones 
observed along the overturned limbs parallel the axial surfaces 
of minor structure and the Sn foliation. Shearing thus appears to 
be a consequence of the F2 folding.
Structural relief does not appear to be great between the 
Hinesburg thrust and the Coombs Hill anticline; the stratigraphic 
units are repeated within the limits of lower Pinnacle to the 
upper ? Fairfield Pond formation. From the Coombs Hill anticline 
to the West Fletcher fault the structural relief increases 
bringing rocks as young as Sweetsburg in close proximity to 
Tibbit Hill volcanic rocks. (Figure 3). In the vicinity of the 
West Fletcher fault, the Sweetsburg - Fairfield Pond contact is 
characterized by a zone of rusty weathering grey to light green 
phyllites with intercalations of black slate. Shear zones are 
noted in several localities where the Sweetsburg -rusty phyllite 
contact is exposed. Bedding -cleavage relationships along the 
eastern contact of the Sweetsburg suggest that the overturned 
limb an anticline is sheared out along the contact. The 
Sweetsburg outcrop belt along the west side of the fault is 
interpreted to be a synclinal infold modified by subsequent 




STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY IN THE FLETCHER ANTICLINE
i
The Fletcher anticline is an elongate NE trending structure 
underlain by the Tibbit Hill Formation along the Lamoille River 
transect. It extends across the full north south extent of the 
Gilson Mountain quadrangle northward into the southern end of the 
Enosburg Falls quadrangle mapped by Dennis (1964). The southern 
limit is not known but mapping by Christman (1959) suggests that 
the structure continues to at least to Jericho, Vermont in the 
southwestern corner of the Mount Mansfield 15' quadrangle. 
Christman and Secor (1961) report exposures of feldspathic, 
calcareous and amphibolitic greenstone in the Richmond and 
Huntington area in the southwest corner of the Camels Hump 
quadrangle. These occurrences suggest that the rocks found within 
the Fletcher anticline in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle may 
extend as far south as the Lincoln Mountain quadrangle (Figure 
1) •
The "anticline" nature is based on the supposition that the 
rocks are stratigraphically older than the Pinnacle and Fairfield 
Pond formations observed on either side of the Tibbit Hill 
formation. The structure of the Fletcher anticline is far more 
complicated than the name implies and is more properly referred 
to as a nappe involving at least three periods of deformation. 
The pre-Sn deformational history associated with the Fletcher 
anticline appears to be more complicated and pervasive than the 
deformation in rocks to the west. This suggests that the Tibbit 
Hill rocks of the Fletcher anticline have been transported 
westward during pre-Sn deformation time relative to the Camels 
Hump Group rocks and cover situated in the western part of the 
Gilson Mountain quadrangle.
The structural complexities of the nappe can in part be 
resolved because of excellent exposure and a detailed volcanic 
stratigraphy discussed previously. Restoration of the folded 
stratigraphy is hampered however by a lack of fabric data 
(especially pre-Sn fold data) associated with the early 
deformation and the intense transposition of the earlier 
structures by the folding and faulting during the development of 
the Sn cleavage.
A fold generation model is schematically shown in Figure 5 
based on the present map pattern. The model is based on the 
assumption that the amphibolitic greenstone constitutes a single 
horizon and that the syn to post Sn faults which transect the 
structure are relatively minor compared to the pre-Sn structure 
associated with the nappe formation and emplacement. The actual 
fold pattern is probably more complex than the model which is 
simplified by showing all fold generations as coaxial. The model 
however, shows that the dominant foliation imposed on the 
Fletcher anticline is superposed on an already tightly folded 
nappe structure. As shown on Figure 5 C,D, the Fletcher 
nappe/anticline is interpreted as a "pop-up" structure removed 
from its root during the backfolding back thrusting stage. This 
interpretation would resolve the problem of tracing the Tibbit!
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Figure 5: The evolution of the Fletcher anticline involves an early 
stage of tight to isoclinal folding not recognized in the map pattern of 
more westerly rocks. This is represented in A. by the emplacement of a 
nappe during Sn-1 cleavage development. The refolding of the nappe is 
interpreted as a combination west verging folds and faults which steepen 
during a backfolding stage (B, C, D). The lack of volcanic rocks east of 
the Fletcher anticline to the Richford syncline suggests that the rocks 
in this vicinity represent the upper limb cover rocks to the Tibbit Hill 
formation. Unpublished vibroseis profiling along the western part of 
this schematic cross section support the flat lyinq nature of the






previously emplaced nappe, 
represents the Sweetsburg lithologies of the 
3B). Figure 5 B,C,D are all considered to











MPF: Metcalf Pond fault; AMF: Armstrong Mountainf au 11;
fault. See text and Figure 6 for further elaboration.
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Hill rocks exposed in the Fletcher anticline to the north or 
south. Critical areas to further test the model are in the 
western part of the Jeffersonville quadrangle and the southern 
part of the Enosburg Falls 15' quadrangle. Neither area has yet 
been subjected to detailed mapping.
The Flethcer anticline appears to be fault bounded and 
imbricated. Five faults are shown in Figure 3 with a spacing of 
about 1300 meters. From west to east these faults are designated: 
the West Fletcher fault (WFF); the Halfmoon Pond fault (HPF); the 
Stones Creek fault (SCF); the Metcalf Pond fault (MPF); and the 
Armstrong Mountain fault (AMF). The WFF is suspected on the basis 
of noted shearing and intense shortening of the Fairfield Pond 
Formation to the west of the fault (see section on stratigraphy) 
and the abrupt stratigraphic juxtaposition of Tibbit Hill 
lithologies to the east and Fairfield Pond -Sweetsburg 
lithologies on the west. In the southern limit of the area, 
greenstone similar to the calcareous greenstone at West Fletcher 
occurs in close proximity to White Brook Dolomite breccia; this 
is the only basis for the extention of the West Fletcher fault 
southward.
The HPF is defined by sharp map pattern truncation of all 
the members of the Tibbit Hill formation along the projected 
trace of the fault. The fault is poorly constrained in the region 
east of Gilson Mountain. The fault can be directly observed just 
north of the Lamoille River 800 meters ESE of Sand Hill by 
truncation of the amphibolitic greenstone member of the Tibbit 
Hill formation (Figure 3).
The MPF is defined by zones of intense shear along its 
trace, isolated pods or slivers of amphibolite along the contact 
and by truncation of the Tibbit Hill formation rocks. Isolated 
occurrences of black slate of unknown origin are found east of 





The AMF is only suspected to be a fault of any significance. 
Intense shear zones which separate the amphibolitic greenstone 
and magnetite bearing schists of the Underhill Formation are 
observed on the northeast side of Armstrong Mountain in the 
westernmost part of the Jeffersonville quadrangle. The same
boundary cannot be documented as a fault surface along the full
extent of the Tibbit Hill formation in this area
The SCF is a suspected fault based on the map pattern of the 
Tibbit Hill on each side (Figure 3). Along most of its length in 
the Stones Creek valley, outcrop control is poor. The best 
evidence for the fault is an isolated occurence of amphibolitic 
greenstone west of Metcalf Pond and shearing out of tight 
isoclinal folds east of Hedgehog Hill north of the Lamoille 
River (Figure 3) .
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY EAST OF THE FLETCHER ANTICLINE
Our knowledge of the geology east of the Fletcher anticline 
is based on the work presently underway by Mock in the East 
Fletcher area of the Richford syncline, the work of Thompson 
(1975) in northeastern part of the Jeffersonville quadrangle and 
contiguous areas to the north, and several field camp projects 
completed by University of Vermont undergraduates. In addition,
Hugh Rose and Greg Koop conducted Senior Research studies at the 
University of Vermont in the areas north of Jeffersonville. Rose 
mapped the relationships of the metasediments and greenstone of 
the Underhill formation and the Sweetsburg Formation east of 
Route 108 and Koop mapped the Sweetsburg-Underhi11 - Pinnacle
sequence west of Route 108 and ESE of North Cambridge (Figure 3)
• •
These studies have concluded the following with regard to 
the structure of this area:
1. The orientation of the dominant cleavage (Sn) 
systematically changes from steep easterly dips east of the 
Fletcher anticline, to vertical dips in the Richford syncline to 
west dips east of the Richford syncline (Table 1). Thompson 
(1975) reports an average dip of 45 degrees to the east for Sn 
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2. Rose has documented several faults with west over east 
sense of motion and orientation parallel with the dominant 
schistosity of the area. Mock also has mapped steep shear zones 
within the Richford syncline parallel to the dominant foliation 
of the area.
3. Slivers of amphibolite and wacke identical to the rocks 
mapped to the east as Tibbit Hill and Pinnacle, respectively, are 
found by both Koop and Rose which predate the formation of the 
dominant foliation. The faults are tentatively included with the 
first deformation with east over west sense of motion based on 
the location of the stratigraphically older slivers east of 
stratigraphically younger rocks along the fault (Figure 3).
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4. The Hazens Notch formation structurally underlies the 
Underhill Formation as a result of eastward vergent folding 
related to the west dipping dominant foliation (Thompson, 1975).
5. The Sweetsburg Formation map pattern mapped by Rose aand 
Mock includes dome and basin and hook structures supporting the 
view that the structure involves the interference of at least two 
periods of deformation involving folding.
6. The Sn+1 fracture cleavage , referred to as the Green 
Mountain cleavage because of its regional association with the 
Green Mountain anticlinorium, is present throughout the region 
east of the Fletcher anticline but appears not to play a strong 
control in the map pattern.
DISCUSSION
The stratigraphy and structure of the Lamoille River 
transect is briefly discussed here with the use of a model shown 
in Figure 6 which summarizes our present understanding of the 
geology. The metamorphic history of the area while not discussed 
in this report is not incompatible with the model and indeed may 
provide a quantitative test in the future for the P,T 
trajectories suggested for various segments of the transect. The 
model for the hinterland evolution of the Camels Hump Group and 
cover rocks is similar to the delamination model recently 
proposed for the southeastern Canadian Cordillera by Price
(1986) .
The palinspastic reconstruction for the Camels Hump Group 
(Figure 4) is incorporated into the reconstructed passive margin 
undergoing subduction in the late Cambrian to early Ordovician 
time (Figure 6A). The obduction of oceanic lithosphere occured at 
this stage. The Thetford - Asbestos ophiolite belt of Quebec 
represents the emplacement at high structural' levels and the Eden 
Mills ophiolite aureole in Vermont was emplaced at mid to deep 
crustal levels (Doolan et al. 1982). The high pressure blueschist 
assemblages reported by Laird and Albee (1981) also originated at 
this stage. Cover rocks to the Camels Hump Group (Ottauquechee 
Fm) are subducted beneath the ophiolite and mix with underlying 
Camels Hump group and ophiolitic slivers to form the Hazens Notch 
formation.
Continued subduction - related compression in the early 
to mid Ordovician results in tectonic thickening of the 
supracrustal rocks (Figure 6b). Tectonic wedging of deep crustal 
oceanic lithosphere aids in delaminating the supracrustal rocks 
causing North American margin rocks to be directed eastward over 
the oceanic lithosphere. The Ottauqueeche formation is shown as 
an example of a high crustal level cover rock to the Camels Hump 
Group being directed eastward over Hazens Notch and earlier 
emplaced oceanic lithosphere. At deeper and more cratonward 
positions in the orogen east over west directed faults and nappes 
represent the first phase deformations observe d in the Lamoille
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Figure 6: The cartoon reconstruction of deformational events of the 
Taconic Orogen is schematic and not to scale. The degree of shortening 
shown and the relative thickness of the units involved is drawn within 
the constraints of clarity and space. Lithic designators are previously 
defined and/or shown in Figure 1. Although the reader should refer to 
the text for the discussion of this figure, the diachronous nature of 
deformation and the important influence of west over east shortening by 
folds and faults in the upper part of the crust should be noted. 
Abbreviations in figure 6D: CT = Champlain thrust; GA = Georgia Mountain 
anticline; HT = Hinesburg thrust; FA = Fletcher anticline; RS = Richford 




River transect. Tectonic thickening in the outboard regions of 
the Camels Hump group results in pervasive and maximum 
metamorphic recrystallization of Taconic age. The Richford 
syncline is schematically shown as the region representing the 
cover rocks for the westerly directed Fletcher nappe overridden 
to the east by the more thoroughly recrystallized rocks of the 
Underhill formation. The Fletcher nappe overrides the cover rocks
of the Camels Hump Group as evidenced by the Sweetsburg formation 
rocks observed west of the West Fletcher fault (Stop 6).
Basement slivers detached from the craton shown in 
Figure 6c are a consequence of continued subduction of the North 
American margin below the developing accretionary prism. These 
slivers aid in bringing deep crustal rocks to more shallow levels 
and to serve as tectonic wedges for further delamination and 
backfolding of rocks situated at higher structural levels in the 
crust. The second and most pervasive deformation of the rocks 
west of the Richford syncline occurred at this stage. The 
Fletcher nappe is backfolded along with cover rocks resulting in 
a steep structurally thinned "Mansville Phase" fold/fault 
sequence to the east of the Fletcher anticline. The Stowe 
formation considered to be the most distal equivalent of the 
Camels Hump Group (Coish et al. 1985), and metamorphosed at deep 
crustal levels is thrust westwards onto the backfolded 
Ottauquechee- Hazens Notch - and oceanic remnants. The uplifted 
Stowe consequently served as a source area for at least part of 
the unconformably overlying Moretown Formation locally marked by 
the Umbrella Hill Conglomerate (Figure 1, 6c; Doolan et al.
1982) .
The stages represented by Figure 6 a, b,and c are 
subduction related processes associated with accretion tectonics 
in a subduction complex. Allochthon emplacement, in the Taconics 
and Quebec occurred during these stages. In Quebec the 
allochthons involved rocks which were predominately cover rocks 
to the Camels Hump Group (e.g. Stanbridge Nappe, Levis Nappe). 
The Charney/Granby/Armagh/Caldwell rocks may also be equivalent 
to the cover rocks in age (post lower Cambrian) but theirr 
original stratigraphic position with respect to the Camels Hump 
Group and the correlative lower Oak Hill Group of Quebec is not 
established. The lower allochthon slices of the Taconic mountains 
include stratigraphic correl atives of both the Camels Hump Group 
and cover rocks in the Lamoille River transect. The higher 
Taconic slices are composed of correllatives of the lower parts 
of the Camels Hump Group and basement. The accretion tectonics of
the Quebec Appalachians in terms of both the obduction phase and 
allochthon development represents considerably higher structural 
levels than is observed in the central and southern part of the
New England Appalachians. The Lamoille River transect represents 
a transitional level of crustal involvement between the Quebec 
and southern Vermont Appalachians.
The Taconic orogeny in the northern Vermont section can 
be explained by subduction related accretionary tectonics. The 
Moretown and St. Daniel basins formed outboard of the forearc
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region created by the subduction zone complex. Collision stage 
tectonics involving active island arcs and/or already accreted 
terrains outboard of the interarc basin strongly modified the 
Taconian structures especially in promontory regions of the 
Grenvillian margin. Figure 6 D is a schematic cross section of 
the northern Vermont orogen at the conclusion of the collision 
stage. With regard to features seen on this excursion this stage 
was responsible for the formation of the Sn+1 cleavage, the Green 
Mountain anticlinorium and further westward imbrication of the 
foreland region. The possibility exists that much of the post 
Moretown deformation in northern Vermont is associated with the 
Acadian deformation which strongly modified Taconian geology 
along the Vermont -Quebec serpentine belt (Baie Verte Brompton 
zone of Figure 6D).
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ROAD LOG FOR TRIP B-2
Meeting point is the Cambridge Pharmacy, Route 15, 
Cambridge, Vermont, Two village markets are nearby to purchase 
lunch and refreshments ..we will not be near a store at 
lunchtime. Since the trip will end at the same place all efforts 
will be made to consolidate participants into a smaller number of 
vehicles. Please cooperate in this matter since several of the 
stops require that we park on private property. The trip log 
begins at a commuter parking lot on the south side of Route 15, 
on the excursion.
PLEASE NOTE; IF YOU PLAN TO VISIT THESE STOPS ON YOUR OWN BE SURE 
TO OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM LANDOWNERS TO TRESPASS ON THEIR LAND.
0.0 Leave commuter parking lot and proceed west (left) on
Route 15.
0.3 Intersection of Route 15 and Route 104. Bear right
on Route 104.
0.6 Hills to the north (right) are underlain in part by
massive amphibolitic greenstone of the Tibbit Hill 
formation. They mark the eastern limit of the Tibbit 
Hill formation in this area (Figure 3).
2.4 Road intersection. Proceed straight on Route 104 west.
3.0 Hills to left underlain by feldspathic and amphibolitic
greenstone members of the Tibbit Hill formation. The Fletcher 
anticline crosses the river near this point (Figure 3).
4.5 Road intersection on left; proceed straight on Route 104 west.
5.5 Road intersection on left; continue west on Route 15.
5.8 Pull off on the northside of Route 104 just past the i n t e r ­
section with road leading over the Lamoille River.
STOP 1. Fairfax Falls power station. Excellent examples 
of the lower part of the Pinnacle Formation as seen in the 
Gilson Mountain quadrangle outcrop on both sides of the road 
and on both sides of the river below the dam. We will confine 
our stop to the roadcuts. Topping directions and bedding/ 
cleavage relationships suggest this stop is near or at the 
axis of an upright anticlinal hinge referred to as the Fair 
fax Falls anticline on Figure 3. The massive chloritic wacke 
contains abundant quartz - feldspar detritus. Thin sections 
show the development of stilpnomelane . Numerous north dipping 
kink bands strike both in east northeasterly and west 
northwestly directions. The dominant foliation strikes about 
N20E and dips steeply to the east. Sn+1 have similar strikes 
but dips steeply to the west. Large clasts are rarely found; 
however coarse conglomeratic facies occurs as a rather 
consistent horizon to the east of the mapped trace of the
Fairfax Falls anticline (see Figure 3).
5.8 Continue west on Route 104.
6.4 Entering the Milton Quadrangle
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6.7 Junction with Route 128; bear to right on Route 104.
7.4 Cross the Lamoille River and enter the village of Fairfax.
7.55 Blinking yellow light; bear left on Route 104 west.
9.1 Outcrop on the north side of the road, just past road inter
section is typical example of the Fairfield Pond formation.
9.15 Intersection of Route 104A on left; bear right and continue on
Route 104.
Outcrops of quartz - rich dolomite of the upper Dunham and 
the Cheshire quartzite on the east side of Route 104 as 
you climb the hill. The Hinesburg thrust juxtaposes rocks 
of the Fairfield Pond fm. against these lithologies (Carter, 
1978). The Dunham occurrences along the fault mark the axis 
of the Dead Creek Syncline of Booth (1950) and was interpreted 
as a syncline on the Centennial Map (Doll et al. 1961)
10.1 To the west are hills underlain by the Pinnacle formation
coring the Georgia Mountain anticline
12.0 Road intersection on west; continue straight.
12.1 Road intersection on east; continue straight.
12.6 Road intersection on west., this road leads to Beaver
Meadow, the type locality of the conglomerate to be visited 
at stop 2; continue straight.
13.0 Farm on west side of road; pull off the road and await
instructions for parking for Stop 2.
STOP 2. Park the cars and walk south to the outcrops 
on the west side of Route 104. Allen McBean will lead the 
discussion of these outcrops based on his Senior Research 
on the Beaver Meadow conglomerate. Exposures of medium to 
coarse grained wacke of the "upper" Pinnacle are exposed 
adjacent to the road to the south. These rocks contain 
pods of buff weathering dolomite which characterize the upper 
Pinnacle in the Oak Hill Group of Quebec (W. Dowling, personal 
communication, 1987). To the west the wacke is interbedded 
with several horizons of conglomerate composed of slate and 
previously deformed granitic gneiss and perthite. The igneous 
boulders are well rounded and range in size from 5 to 40 cm. 
The gneissic foliation of the clasts is randomly oriented with 
respect to the schistosity of the matrix. Besides the 
slate, sedimentary clasts include wacke and arkosic sandstone.
The slate fragments are more abundant to the west where the 
boulder conglomerate is in sharp contact with the fine grained 
dark green rocks of the Tibbit Hill fm. The hematiferous 
slate fragments are lithically similar to the Call Mill slate 
which stratigraphically overlies the Tibbit Hill in Quebec 
(W. Dowling, personal communication). This and other evidence 
is discussed in proposing that the Beaver Meadow conglomerate 
marks and unconformity over the Tibbit Hill formation.
13.0 Proceed southerly on Route 104 to the unnamed dirt road which













Intersection of road to west; turn left onto this unnamed 
dirt road.
T-intersection with another unnamed dirt road; excellent 
exposures of the White Brook dolomite outcrop in low ridges 
on the west side of the road to the north; we will proceed 
to the south (right turn).
Y intersection close to the contact of the Hinesburg Thrust 
as mapped by Carter, (1978); bear LEFT at the intersection.
Hill in front of you is Buck Hill underlain by Pinnacle Fm 
rocks in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle.
CROSSROADS. Proceed north (LEFT) on paved road known as Buck 
Hollow Road (unmarked). We have now entered the Gilson 
Mountain quadrangle.
Collins Farm on the east side of the road. Pull off the road 
and await parking instructions. Proceed east along path in 
the back of the cow barn to the outcrops in the pasture.
STOP This stop examines the contact relationships 
between the upper Pinnacle and the lower Fairfield Pond fm.
The contact is*-not typical in that dolomite occurs 
along the contact at this locality. Such occurrences are not 
common in the Gilson Mountain quadrangle. The uppermost Pin 
nacle is a quartz pebble conglomerate which locally is highly 
calcareous. Proceed southward, along the ridge to outcrops 
of the argillaceous quartzites and thinly laminated argillites 
of the Fairfield Pond fm. Contact relationships with the 
quartz pebble conglomerate will be seen. The structure and 
outcrop distribution suggests a basin or dome structure cored 
by the younger Fairfield Pond Formation. If time permits, 
cross Polly Brook to the east to a synclinal hinge in the 
thinly laminated Fairfield Pond formation outcropping east 
of the brook. The syncline separates the two ridges displaying 
the Fairfield Pond/ Pinnacle contact. The Fairfield Pond is 
discussed in terms of its correllatives in Quebec (see Fig.2).
Proceed southward on the Buck Hollow road to the crossroads
At the CROSSROADS. Turn west (LEFT) onto unmarked dirt road. 
Cliffaces on the west side of Buck Mountain ahead are of coarse 
facies of the upper Pinnacle formation.
Road intersections; continue straight.
Pull off road and wait for parking instructions. At mobile 
home along east side of the road. Park and observe glacially 
polished pavement outcrop kindly stripped of cover by the 
landowner. NO HAMMERS ON THIS OUTCROP. Excellent hammer 
exposures are located just off the west side of the road.
STOP A* Volcanic breccia of the Pinnacle formation (CZpvb 
on Figure 2,3,4). This unit is only found in a  single horizon 
approximately 60 meters thick which is folded into a series of 
north plunging synclines and anticlines on the east side of 
the Buck Hollow anticline. The dominant foliation dips steeply 
eastward with a strike of N35-40E. The rock breccia appears 
homogeneous both in composition and size of the clasts; 
however some variation is seen in the larger exposures on the
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west side of the road. The matrix also appears to be volcano 
genic in origin and is tentatively interpreted as a tuff 
breccia. On the west side of the road a thin horizon of tuff?
without clasts is seen on the western contact of the breccia
but this horizon is not continuous along strike. The Pinnacle 
wacke exposed near the contact is more chloritic than the 
wackes found near the top of the formation. The position of 
the breccia in map pattern suggests that it does not occur 
far from the top of the Pinnacle formation. The relationship 
between this volcanic breccia with the unconformity overlying 
the Tibbit Hill formation at Stop 2 is discussed.
18.1 Continue south on the dirt road to Huntville.
Outcrops on the east side of the road are massive wackes
and interbedded argillite of the Pinnacle formation
19.3 CROSSROADS marks the location of Huntville. Turn onto the
dirt road heading to the east (LEFT).
20.4 T-INTERSECTION• Proceed north (LEFT) on dirt road.
20.9 Mobile home on the west side of the road. Again, a beautifully
exposed and clean outcrop provided by the landowner.
Park in the driveway and proceed to the outcrop north of the 
mobile home.
STOP 5.. This stop is of the Fairfield Pond formation as 
mapped in most of the Gilson Mountain quadrangle. Numerous 
minor structures are preserved by the well bedded nature of 
this formation. Fold axes of several generations plunge pre-- 
dominately northward with west over east rotation. This 
suggests the outcrop lies west of the synclinal axis sep­
arating the Buck Mountain and Fairfax Falls anticline. Fold
axes vary between N5W and N45E and plunge shallowly northward. 
The dominant foliation dips moderately to the east and strikes 
N30-45E. Sn+1 is steeper and more northerly. NNW trending kink 
bands dip northerly.
21.0 Proceed north on the dirt road
21.4 Road intersection. Proceed east (RIGHT) onto paved road.
22.3 Approximate location of the trace of the Coombs Hill anticline
9
22.5 Road intersection; proceed straight ahead on paved road.
22.8 Road intersection. This is West Fletcher I *Bear right on the
paved road.
23.1 Road intersection; bear left on the paved road.
23.3 Private road which is easily missed on the north (left) side
of road. TURN LEFT just past the tennis court.
0
23.5 Stop just short of metal gate on farm road back up and park












STOP £. Purpose of this stop is to examine the rocks on either 
side of the West Fletcher fault. Just to the north of the iron 
gate on the east side of the road are excellent exposures 
of argillite and wacke exposed in a fold hinge. The rocks 
are interbedded with a horizon of calcareous greenstone which 
is found about 200 feet north. Continue up the road about 1300 
feet to Y intersection with smaller woods road. Bear left and 
walk about 450 feet to a small brook. Proceed downstream 
to excellent rock exposures. The 500* traverse crosses rocks 
of the Fairfield Pond fm. (85') into tan weathering rusty 
phyllites (100') which have a gradational contact with black 
carbonaceous phyllites and quartzites typical of the Sweets­
burg fm. to be visited in stops 9 and 10 (280*). To the west 
rusty phyllites (80*) grade into the blsck phyllites. Along 
strike the rusty and tan phyllites appear to be in 
bedded contact with the coarse pebbly wackes of the Pinnacle 
Formation to the west. Outcrop maps of the area available to 
participants at this stop will be used to discuss the alter 
native interpretations of the black slate lithologies and 
their contact relationships with adjacent rocks.
Return to the paved road.
At the intersection with paved road; proceed east (LEFT).
INTERSECTION with dirt road on north; proceed north (LEFT) on 
the dirt road.
Lancasterfs farm on the east side of the road south of the 
road intersection. Pull to side of the road and await parking 
instructions.
STOP 7 . Pavement outcrops on the west side of the road 
of amphibolitic greenstone member of the Tibbit' Hill formation 
(CZtha). Walk about 1400' west across the pasture to the sugar 
house on the hill. Large ledge to the south of the sugar house 
displays three dimensional exposures of structures interpreted 
to be columnar jointing. Such features have not been reported 
in the rift Volcanics of the northern Appalachians.
Alternative explanations welcome!
0
Proceed north on the dirst road.
Road bends sharply to right (east).
T-INTERSECTION. Turn south (RIGHT) on dirt road.
Large outcrops on east side of road are typical massive 




Turn LEFT at mailbox (Brodericks* residence)
Proceed up the driveway and await parking instructions.
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STOP 8 . This stop will entail a 1/2 mile walk along 
a marked trail which crosses an anticlinal limb of the 
stratigraphy of the Tibbit Hill formation. Comparisons 
of the stratigraphic section on adjacent flanks of the 
anticline will be made. Of particular interest is the 
interbedded clastic rocks of the Tibbit Hill formation
which clearly differentiates the Tibbit Hill of the Fletcher
anticline from the Tibbit Hill along the Pinnacle Mountain- 
Enosburg Falls anticline to the north. 1:5000 outcrop maps 
of the traverse will be available to participants at this 
stop to aid in location and facilitate discussion.
Return to cars and proceed back to the dirt road.
28.9 Intersection with dirt road; proceed south (LEFT).
29.5 Road intersection on right; continue straight.
30.3 INTERSECTION with paved road (Cambridge-Fletcher road)
Turn east (LEFT).
30.9 Y-INTERSECTION; BEAR LEFT onto dirt road.
31.2 Outcrops of amphibolitic greenstone mark the eastern limit
of the Tibbit Hill fm.'
31.9 T-INTERSECTION; proceed north (LEFT) on dirt road toward
North Cambridge.
32.5 Road intersects on east side; This is North Cambridge! Proceed
straight ahead.
33.0 Intersection on right after crossing bridge. Pull off to side
and park. Proceed to outcrops on the east side of the stream.
STOP 2.. The large outcrop of lithologies of the Underhill 
formation (CZu) display excellent minor structures and well 
developed schistosity surfaces. This outcrop is compared with 
Sweetsburg formation rocks located on the west side of the 
road just northwest of the intersection. If the group is of 
reasonable size and/or willing, proceed down steep embankment 
to the northwest of the Sweetsburg outcrop to fault melange
of Sweetsburg Formation lithologies. As of this writing,
the continuation of the fault has not been mapped. These
Sweetsburg lithologies mark the western limit of the Richfo.rd 
syncline in this area; outcrops of typical Pinnacle wacke 
containing detrital blue quartz grains outcrop to the west.
33.0 Turn east (RIGHT) at the road intersection.
34.8 Cross bridge followed by railroad tracks.
35.0 T-INTERSECTION with Route 108. Turn north (LEFT) onto 108.
37.7 Y-INTERSECTION with dirt road on west side of Route 108;
Bear LEFT on the dirt road and park on side of road south 










STOP m .  Tim Mock will lead the discussion of the rocks 
observed at this stop. The rocks on either side of Route 108 
are examined and include rocks identical to those of the Pin­
nacle formation, the Underhill Formation and the Sweetsburg 
formation. The Sweetsburg formation at this locality displays 
interbedded marble and thin bedded quartzite along with the 
more typical carbonaceous phyllite.
Return to cars and proceed north to the intersection with 
Route 108.
Intersection with Route 108. Turn south (RIGHT) and head 
toward Jeffersonville.
Intersection with Route 109 on west side of Route 108; 
Proceed straight on 108.
Cross the Lamoille River .
INTERSECTION with Route 15; turn south (RIGHT) on Route 15. 
Bear right at the blinking yellow light 
Cross the Lamoille River
Flashing yellow light at the "wrong way bridge", proceed 
left at the light crossing the Lamoille River and staying 
on Route 15.
Return to the Cambridge Pharmacy in Cambridge.
END OF TRIP
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